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Visual Storytelling Workshop by Rosalie V. Laurente 
 

From August 17 to 19, 2018, three (3) ERDA children, Mark Joseph Balasbas, Kelly Ruiz 
Calimpusan and Jenard Baiza from Navotas were invited by ANAK TV to participate in 
the Visual Story Telling Workshop with the theme “Everyday Heroes.”  They were 
taught on how to make a story (video) using their camera.  They were the ones who 
made the concept, script, materials and acted as characters of their story.  (The activity 
was held at La Verdad Christian College in Caloocan City.) The video of Jenard’s group 
was recognized as the best in the 13-17 years old category. (Jenard was with children 
from Lingap Foundation and DSWD.)  As appreciation for their hard work, they were 
given a Cherry mobile tablet and bags of groceries. A series of editing were also done to 
make the video storytelling more inspiring.   
 

Last Nov 8, 2018, the 2nd Southeast Asia Video Festival for Children Press Conference 
was conducted at the Peninsula Manila. Jenard’s group became the finalist for the 
Southeast Asia Video Festival for Children. Other participants received awards in 
different categories.  The actual 2nd Southeast Asia Video Festival for Children would 
happen on Nov. 22-24, 28 at the Prince Hotel San Marcelino Malate, Manila. Jenard has 
been looking forward to experience these events because they would be all a first time 
for him. 
 
 

Global Hand Washing Day 
 

Thirty (30) ERDA children from Muntinlupa joined Manila Water’s Global Handwashing Celebration on October 5 at Kidzania Manila.  
They listened to several speakers who gave tips on proper hand washing and talked about the effects of wrong hand washing.  
They also enjoyed other presentations that featured the importance of water. They were extra excited when they were given a 
chance to visit the different facilities of Kidzania.  The children’s park offered them an almost realistic experience about the jobs of 
grown-ups.     
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